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Abstract. Paper presents the simulation models built within an airport ground crew scheduling automatization project at a regional airport. Our goal was to develop robust ground crew task scheduling and shift generation algorithms that would improve on existing heuristic rules. We have utilized simulation modeling to develop and validate the algorithms, starting with a model of the existing scheduling process coded and visualized in spreadsheet software and ending with a hybrid Discrete Event and Agent Based model used for the visualization and verification of the optimized processes. Explicit and tacit expert knowledge was recorded through meetings with airport personnel managers and observation of the ground crew processes. Gathered knowledge was combined with business rules, contractual limitations and labor legislation to develop the final version of the algorithms.
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1 Introduction

In the last decade, global air traffic passenger demand has steadily increased. According to the ACI Europe report [1] the fastest passenger traffic growth (8.5%) in 13 years was reported during 2017. On a global scale, passenger air travel is expected to maintain positive growth rates up to 2030, despite a number of challenges faced by the industry. Between 2017 and 2036, the number of airline passengers is expected to grow at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 4.7 percent [2].

Due to increased air traffic, airports as well as airlines are facing diverse challenges in ensuring efficient, high quality services while generating profit [3–9].

While airlines cater to passenger, airports provide services to airlines as well. One of the challenges that airports face is the optimization of labor and equipment of
ground crews [10, 11]. Passengers expect comfort, efficiency and safety, while airlines seek to reduce costs and require efficient and adaptable ground services.

Airports processes are complex and overlapping, with frequent changes due to changes in flight schedules, making their optimization a mathematically and empirically difficult task. The handling of an aircraft from the time it arrives at the gate, to the time of the departure for the next flight, has to be performed quickly, efficiently and accurately to minimize flight delays and provide a valuable service for the airline and the passengers [12–14], requiring efficient ground crew management and training [15].

A comprehensive overview of scheduling and simulation modelling methods and tools for airport and airline operations optimization is presented in [16] and [17]. Airport ground crew scheduling solution mostly focus on partial scheduling solutions for individual task types, e.g. baggage handling [18], check-in [19, 20], runway scheduling and ground movement [14, 21, 22] or security tasks [23].

1.1 Ground Crew Operations

Every flight arriving or departing from the airport requires the execution of a series of tasks. Which tasks are required per flight, in what sequence, how many workers and what equipment is required, etc. is defined by heuristics specified by the airlines and airport business rules. Tasks can be performed only by groups of airport personnel (henceforth work groups), with suitable skills. Further details on the heuristics are omitted in this paper due to space limitations, but can be found in [24].

1.2 Literature review

Discrete Event Simulation (DES) is often combined with heuristic scheduling methods for ground operations optimization [25]. However, the relative rigidity of DES model makes it less suitable for modelling of complex socio-technical systems. Agent based modelling (ABM) is better suited for modelling of complex systems, and is thus often used to supplement or replace DES in recent research, [12, 26, 27]. Combining DES and ABM allows researchers to model stable, static processes using DES, using ABM, which is more difficult to implement, only for the dynamic processes, where a DES model would be too complex or infeasible to implement [6, 12, 16, 25–30].

2 Methodology and Results

2.1 Airport Model

According to available data, we have identified the DES as the base method to model the aircraft traffic simulation model, and decided to supplement it with ABM.
elements to model the processes and movement of ground crews. Using ABM, we can lower the level of abstraction to improve insight into the ground crew operations and making the simulation presentation more transparent for the airport management.

The air traffic model (Figure 1) consists of two submodels: the Arrivals submodel, and the Departures submodel. This reflects the airport business rules and available flight schedule data: FIS does not track individual aircraft as they transition from “arrival” to “departure”.

The arrivals submodel is linked with a spreadsheet containing the arrival schedule from FIS and the scheduling heuristics database, which allows it to introduce (create) aircraft into the model at modeled arrival time. Aircraft are modelled as agents that pass through the DES model, while the aircraft’s graphical representation moves through the 2D model of the airport. Aircraft taxi to the gates (moveToParkA and queueArr) or wait on the apron for gate assignment. The submodel of arrivals ends with an element modeling transition to airport parking, which removes aircraft point from the model. Conversely the Departures model introduces the aircraft into the model at the exit from airport parking. We assume that the departing aircraft is present at the airport and available to ground crews.

The departure tasks start times are based on the departure times given in the FIS schedule. The modelled departure times depend on the execution of tasks and should not be delayed when scheduling constraints are defined properly. In the Departures submodel an aircraft first has to move to the gates (elements moveToParkD, queueDept and moveToGates), where it is serviced (e.g. boarded by passengers, loaded with baggage, etc.), with the delay modelled with ServiceDept element. Afterwards, the aircraft moves to the runway (moveToD, TakeOff). The queues were modelled to enable the simulation of an aircraft waiting until a taxiway or a gate or a parking area is available.
FIS data is transferred from a spreadsheet into an internal (AnyLogic) database, and transferred to the DES model initial elements arrivals and depts. The ground crew tasks requirements are transferred to every aircraft agent at the moment of its entry in the model and stored in agent’s internal data structure for easy accessibility. In turn, the aircraft forwards the relevant ground crew task requirements to suitable work group in a service request message. Work group agents maintain an internal queue of tasks, which are executed according to the FIFO (first-in first-out) rule and specified service start time.

4.3 Ground Crew Model

Work groups are modelled as agents using the same internal state chart model of its task process as shown in Figure 2, however each agent states and variables change independently, allowing modelling of autonomous behavior and making each agent a submodel within the airport model.

After creation of an agent, its initial state is Waiting: agent waits for a message containing a service request and specifying tasks to be executed (i.e. number of personnel, desired start of service, desired end of service). Service requests are stored in an agent’s internal queue and processed according to FIFO rule. If an agent is in the Waiting state (i.e. free), a request is queued, and model time equals the specified task start time, the work group agent moves to the aircraft, begins the requested task, and performs it until specified task end time. After the task is complete, the work group agent sends a message to the aircraft and proceeds to the next aircraft in its internal queue or returns to the waiting area.

![Figure 2: State chart of the ABM of a ground crew group.](image)

5 CONCLUSION

Our goal was to develop robust ground crew scheduling and shift generation algorithms that would improve on existing heuristic rules developed gradually by the company experts, and implement them in an application that would be integrated with the airport’s human resource management software. Simulation and modelling was used develop and verify the algorithms, starting with an existing scheduling process model coded and visualized in a spreadsheet and ending with a hybrid DES and ABM model used for the visualization and verification of the optimized processes. Gathered
knowledge was combined with business rules, contractual limitations and labor legislation to develop the final version of the algorithms.

We can conclude from our experience in this project that scheduling problems in the air transport industry are significantly different from traditional machine scheduling problems, as the mathematical scheduling models from previous research could not be utilized, and heuristic algorithms had to be developed instead.

As the heuristic rules are largely recorded in the database, the developed scheduling automatization solution is flexible, and can be adapted as the airport is enlarged, carriers and their requirements change, etc., as long as the changes affect only the data that the algorithms use: the criteria, their priorities, and their values.

The optimization implemented in the algorithms is limited by the possibilities for transition of workers between tasks and the criteria defining the workforce requirements per tasks. A more detailed task and skill categorization, and a more detailed differentiation between the requirements of different aircraft types and airlines would allow a more precise workforce requirement and task timing criteria and thus a better optimization of workforce requirements.
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